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At the beginning of the GTA3 game, a prisoner's van was robbed and two small bullets - including you, fleeing in dismotion - began a journey through the city ... Like most action games, Grand Theft Auto 3GTA3 also consists of many small tasks, all tasks are blatant offenses, although most of them are not as legitimate to spot, help to save the horse to clean up the drug dealer against the boss, very contrary to the main line of this game, the protagonist has always been a little bully , it is necessary to make a little bully. Of course, then step
up to a small bully, waiting for you on the task to force more, and you can even like a small array like earth-destroying Albert, holding a large firearm, and even grab a tank and police spray and see how long you can live ... Unlike most action games, you can't choose a task, but you can choose the tools to perform the task. If you can choose to step honestly, you can also see the car rob the car in high profile attack, see people beat, of course, too much is done, the police certainly won't let go. If you think the main line is too tight, stop, roam
and even create your own tasks, steal the hijacking or make a taxi around the world, with you. It reflects a high degree of interaction, a very strong open game can be described as doing my part in the destitut into GTA3. The game's highly interactive game allows you to interact with people living in the darkest corners of the city. Gangs, women, what's the direction of the game that's going to improve everything every time you move? Of course, this does not mean that the task itself is not attractive, on the contrary, the task is made very
interesting at not to make sense of a ring, slightest, or even the most modest task, whether larger or smaller, or ruthless or funny, it is not exaggerated to say, GTA3 should be considered one of the easiest addicts to the game. Advice: It's best not to play often at night, because it's easy for you to forget to sleep and it's easy to let it go very excitedly to sleep! As a transplant study, the most important issue of transplantation level is how is GTA3 performance? There is no doubt that our primary concern of manipulative, in general, is not bad.
Although this is an action game, fortunately, the original has a process that corresponds to each key, in addition to how excellent micro-micro-skills are, in addition to more keys, manufacturers just put it directly on the screen to put the virtual button, a little lazy, running, jumping, attacking, grab the car, change the camera angle, then the car has gas open, brake, handbrake, horn, shot, etc., also opened directly reached the screen key position 10 + a like a beginner iPhone, even with a small screen to play, but the layout is working incorrectly
in the real game in a reasonable, acceptable range In some adaptation, the pre-task will not be confused, the game also supports the operation of gravity sensor, you can turn on the settings, you may want to try. However, as the real battle approaches, it may still be a bit much. The biggest problem is that he couldn't keep up with the point of view of his unqualified point of view. There's no way to find out where the enemy is. Naturally there is no way to eat more of the turtle good.-apkawarD.Com the game map will be in accordance with the
task to go, the logo is clearer, you can also enlarge the small map, perspective can be rotated, it is quite satisfying. To be sure, there is also a small number of players related to the picture, how should I say ... ... on the one hand, basically the original transplant, on the other hand, seems too much targeted optimization, strong sense of building and paper character, sawtooth is quite clear, physical collision is not realistic enough, if you use the recommended configuration iPhone4S or iPad2 game well, fluency performance will be better ,
here all game loving players recommended Grand Theft Auto 3Grand Theft Auto 3! Latest version of Trial: Grand Theft Auto 3 – the famous game GTA 3 android now! The protagonist of the crime Cloud, his friend Catalina was the victim of a criminal conspiracy, and Miguel is a member of the Colombian drug cartel. The game has autosimulator and shooter elements from 3 people. Show more on HideGet Download the latest GTA 3 apk below now. Grand Theft Auto III (also abbreviated as GTA 3) is an action-adventure video game from
the first main entry in the Grand Theft Auto series since GTA 2. Developed by DMA Design and published by Rockstar Games. The game is played from a third-person perspective and the world is navigated by foot or vehicle. Game GTA 3 is an action-adventure game played in terms of third person. Players must complete various tasks with a specific purpose. Players are allowed to play several active missions at the same time. Some tasks require players to wait for more instructions or events to complete. Grand Theft Auto III allows its
players to roam freely through the open world of the game and complete optional side missions to gain extra benefits. Players can run, jump or drive as you want to navigate the world of the game. The plot is separated from the grand theft auto iii plot predecessors. His narrative follows the events in Claude's life, in which he is a silent criminal betrayed by his girlfriend Catalina during a banking enthusiasm. Claude begins to work for different factions in the city for full revenge on his girlfriend for betraying and leaving him to die. This, he
quickly becomes entangled in a world of gangs, crime and corruption. Liberty It is located in a crime-filled fictional city called Liberty City, which is based in New York and some other American cities. Liberty City has different regions and three islands. This is the first area where the player starts interacting within the game: the islands are Portland. There are docks, Red Light District, warehouses, factories, markets, garages as well as some useful suppliers available on the island. The area is largely made up of old cars, Leones, Triads and

Diablos workers. Players will also find here, workers, dockworkers, politicians and the general public. Staunton Island: This is the second zone to unlock as the game progresses. All the great business takes place in Liberty City and is the central business district dominated by the rich, powerful and corporate. The entrenched gangs are the Yakuza, the Yardies and the Colombian Cartel. Shoreside Vale: This is the suburban area of Liberty City where the game ends. It consists of many of Liberty City's more affluent gangsters from Southside
Hoods and the Colombian Cartel, a patchwork of suburban belt swimming pools in Liberty City, fences, backyards, basketball nets, street gangs, and five-car garages. Grand Theft Auto III Features The game has stunning visuals with updated graphics, character and vehicle models. Hd quality resolution. The gameplay of Grand Theft Auto 3 is optimized for touchscreen devices. Players can customize controls for the mobile platform. Gamepad Support for specific USB controllers. Game Immersion is integrated with Haptic Vibration
Feedback. Access new video viewing settings and customize your visual experience with support for many languages, including English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, and Japanese. Page 2 Das Verbrecher-Epos, das Open-World-Spiele für immer verändert hat. Willkommen in Freedom City. Wo Alles has begun. Rockstar Games feiert das zehnjährige Jubiläum eines der einflussreichsten Spiele aller Zeiten. Der von Kritikern hochgelobte Blockbuster Grand Theft Auto III erscheint für mobile Geräte und erweckt dabei die dunkle und
schmierige Unterwelt von Liberty City zum Leben. Mit einer riesigen und abwechslungsreichen, völlig frei erkundbaren Spielwelt und verrückten Charakteren aus allen Schichten eröffnet dir Grand Theft Auto III eine düstere, fesselnde und skrupellose Welt.Mit herausragenden Sprechern, einer düsteren, comicartigen Handlung, einem verblüffenden Soundtrack und revolutionärem Open-World-Gameplay hat Grand Theft Auto III den Grundstein für das Open-World-Genre gelegt. Features:• Verblüffende neue Graphics und überarbeitete
Charakter-und Fahrzeugmodelle• Auflösung in HD-Qualität• Für Touchscreen-Geräte optimiertes Gameplay• Anpassbare Steuerung für mobile Plattformen• Unzählige Stunden Spielspaß• • Immersion enhanced with Haptic vibration technology for supported USB controllers• New display settings, languages supported to customize image output according to your preferences: English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and Japanese.Grand Theft Auto III is now available:Android phones: HTC Rezound, LG Optimus 2x, Motorola Atrix 4G,
Motorola Droid X2, Motorola Photon 4G, Motorola DROID RAZR, Samsung Galaxy R, Sony Ericsson T-Mobile G2xAndroid Tablet: Aceronia Asus Eee Pad Transformer, Asus Transformer Prime, Dell Streak 7, LG Optimus Pad, Medion Lifetab, Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tab 8.09 and 10.1, Sony Tablet S, Toshiba Thrive, Medion Lifetab For best results, we recommend that you restart your device after downloading and closing other applications before playing Grand Theft Auto III: 10 Anniversary Edition. Lütfen en az 1 GB ücretsiz
bellek olduğundan emin olun, Grand Theft Auto III önce: 10 Yıl Yıldönümü Sürümü
yüklenir.********************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
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